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ABSTRACT 

 

Grading and classification of fruits is based on observations and through 

experiences. The system exerts image- processing techniques for classification 

and grading the quality of fruits. Two-dimensional fruit images are classified on 

shape and color-based analysis methods. However, different fruit images have 

different or same color and shape values. Hence, using color or shape analysis 

methods are still not that much effective enough to identify and distinguish 

fruits images. Therefore, computer vision and image processing techniques have 

been found increasingly useful in the food industry, especially for applications in 

quality detection. Research in this area indicates the feasibility of using 

computer vision systems to improve product quality, the use of computer vision 

for the inspection of food has increased during recent years. This proposed work 

presents food quality detection system. The system design considers some 

feature that includes fruit colors and size, which increases accuracy for detection 

of roots pixels. Histogram of oriented gradients is used for background removal, 

for color classification, support vector machine is used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Agriculture and Horticulture is one of the largest 

economic sectors in the world, which plays the major 

role in economic development of India. Still in India, 

human experts use the traditional for inspection of 

fruits. This results wastage of time in the fields for 

checking the quality of the crops. In this Paper, an 

economic and safe way is used to analyse the fruit or 

vegetable quality that is based on color, shape and 

size. The most important physical property is fruit 

size while colour corresponds to visual property. 

Hence, classification of fruit is very important and 

necessary in evaluating agricultural produce for 

meeting quality standards and increasing the market 

value. This helps in planning, packaging, 

transportation and marketing operations. If the 

classification and grading is done through traditional 

techniques, the process will be very slow and may 

cause error prone. The labors classify fruits, 

vegetables based on color, size, etc. if these quality 

measures are mapped into automated system by using 
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suitable programming language then the work will 

be faster, and error free. In recent years, computer 

machine vision and image processing techniques 

have been found increasingly useful in the fruit 

industry, especially for applications in quality 

inspection and shape sorting [1]. 

 

Color and shape characteristics of fruits are 

decisive for visual inspection. An efficient 

autonomous system for fruit sorting must be able 

to adequately  identify both parameters. Shape of 

fruits can easily be obtained from a digital image 

using classical techniques for image processing. 

However, color identification involves many 

physical and psychological concepts, asking it 

difficult to properly model and process color in an 

image. There are wide varieties of color systems 

present for the grading of fruits based on colors. 

There are some techniques like Fuzzy logic, Neural 

Network; Based on Color Histogram, Genetic 

algorithm etc. Software development is highly 

important in this color classification system. The 

entire system is designed over MATLAB software 

to inspect the color and size of the fruit. Color of 

the fruit is very important in classification but 

since due to the similarity of colors between some 

fruits, the size also helps in solving this kind of 

problems. The color and size-based classification 

involves extracting the useful information from the 

fruit surface and classify it to the respective type. 

Nondestructive quality evaluation of fruits is 

important and very vital for the Food and 

agriculture industry. This project presents food 

quality detection system. 

 

The system design considers some feature that 

includes fruit colors and size, which increases 

accuracy for detection of roots pixels. Histogram 

of oriented gradients is used for background 

removal, for color classification, support vector 

machine is used. The main idea behind the 

histogram of oriented gradient is that the local 

appearance and shape of object in an image can be 

described by the intensity distribution of gradients 

or direction of the contours. At present, most 

existing route quality detection and grading system 

have the disadvantage of low efficiency, low speed 

of grading, high Cost and complexity. Image 

processing of course solution for the automated 

size trading to provide accurate, reliable, consistent 

and quantitative information apart from handling 

large volumes, which may not be achieved by 

human grades. The hardware prototypes also 

created by using open CV ultra-low power micro 

controller [2]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

 

John et. al. [3] In this work an automated grading 

system has been developed using image processing, 

which mainly focus on internal and external 

defects of a fruit. The system is having total no. of 

six CCD cameras. From that two of the cameras 

are mounted on the top, two on the right and 

another two cameras mounted on the left of the 

fruit. X-ray imaging is used for inspecting the 

biological defect. Image processing  is used to 

analyze the fruits features: size, shape, color and 

the grade is determined based on the features. The 

developed system is built from a combination of 

advanced designs, expert fabrications and 

Automatic mechanical control. Frances et.al. [4] 

Accurate weighting of pieces in different sorts of 

conveyor belt or articulated Chains at fast speed is 

a key feature in many industrial processes. This 

paper presents a procedure to improve the 

performance, whether increasing speed or accuracy. 

The proposed solution includes a signal pre-

processing based on a previous ARMA modelling 

and of the weighting Subsystem response plus a 

power line noise removal and a simple sample 

averaging in the plateau. The procedure has been 

tested of line using aerial signals acquired from a 

prototype machine. Wong et. al. [5] As a smart 

consumer, there is always a need for use to identify 
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the quality of the goods we want to buy, such as 

trying to choose the best mango amongst the others. 

With the popularity of the mobile phone and the 

maturity in wireless messaging technology, it is no 

more a dream for us to get the information what we 

want anywhere, anytime. This paper proposes a 

new mobile data  service that Includes signal 

processing service via MMS i.e. multimedia 

messaging service and SMS i.e. short messaging 

service. This paper contains the study, design, 

construction and analysis of a fully automated 

consumer-based wireless prototype system with 

interconnect the signal processing tools with 

consumer using MMS and SMS technology. The 

system with signal processing application 

processes the information sent by the consumer 

using MMS. Then it sends by the grading result to 

the consumer using SMS. 

 

III. Proposed Methodology 

 

Nondestructive quality evaluation of fruits is 

important and very vital for the Food and 

agriculture industry. This project presents food 

quality detection system. The system design 

considers some feature that includes fruit colors 

and size, which increases accuracy for detection of 

roots pixels. Histogram of oriented gradients is 

used for background removal, for color 

classification support vector machine is used. The 

main idea behind the histogram of oriented 

gradient is that the local appearance and shape of 

object in an image can be described by the 

intensity distribution of gradients or direction of 

the contours. At present, most existing route 

quality detection and grading system have the 

disadvantage of low efficiency, low speed of 

grading, high Cost and complexity. Image 

processing of course solution for the automated 

size trading to provide accurate,  reliable, 

consistent and quantitative information apart from 

handling large volumes, which may not be 

achieved by human grades. The hardware 

prototypes also created by using open CV ultra- 

low power micro controller. 

 

This proposed automated system is designed to 

overcome the problems of manual techniques. The 

system consists of several steps like feature extraction, 

sorting and grading. It is designed to combine three 

processes as shown below in a flow chart. Features 

like color of fruit, shape of fruit and size of fruit are 

extracted. Size features  are extracted in height and 

width. Extracting the size of fruit is called grading. 

The flow chart of sorting and grading process is given 

in the above fig. 1. 

 

IV.  RESULT 

 

In this section, we give the overall performance of 

the system to detect fruit quality and grradation.. The 

graph below shows performances 
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A. GRAPH FOR MSE 

 

  
 

B. GRAPH FOR RMSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. GRAPH FOR PSNR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. GRAPH FOR CORRELATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. GRAPH FOR SNR 

 

 
 

F. GRAPH FOR STANDARD DEVIATION (SD) 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, different image processing-based 

classification techniques for fruit grading and sorting 

system is reviewed. Machine vision-based fruit 

grading systems are capable of replacing labor work 

for inspection of fruit grading. Different researchers 

used algorithms for image segmentation, feature 

extraction, training and classification of fruit disease. 

Out of morphological, color and texture feature, 

morphological gave highest accuracy rate. In color 

model, HIS (Hue, Saturation, Intensity) color model 

is commonly used for grading because it is related to 

human perception. In machine learning techniques, 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) gave highest 

accuracy, but Fuzzy gave lowest accuracy rate result, 

but it is easy to implement. Hence, using color or  

shape features analysis methods are still not effective 

enough to identify and distinguish fruits images. 

Therefore, computer vision and image processing 

techniques have been found increasingly useful in 

the food industry, especially for applications in 

quality detection. 
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